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3D MOTION RIDES / 3D THEATERS

4 SEAT MOTION THRILL RIDE
Great for all ages!

This custom built 4 seat thrill ride is truly unique!

4 SEAT MOTION THRILL RIDE
Choose from Roller Coasters, Bull Rides, White Water Rapid Adventure and much, much more!

STANDARD 3D THEATER
with Thunder Seats
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FLIGHT SIMULATORS

VR HANG GLIDER
Experience the thrill of hang gliding without ever leaving the ground!

STANDARD FLIGHT SIMULATOR
With truss and flat screens

No matter what you are looking for, we have it!

DE LUXE FLIGHT SIMULATOR
Step into the pilot seat! Realistic, easy to use controls and you’re flying like an ace.

LUNAR LANDER 2020 SIMULATOR
Get the opportunity to experience the feeling of landing the new lunar lander on the moon.
GOLF SIMULATORS

**VR GOLF**
The club is 3/4 the length of a real golf club, but with the same weight and feel, swung over the virtual tee.

**STANDARD GOLF SIMULATOR**
Real golf club striking a real golf ball into a 10’x10’x10 structure. The golf ball’s path is then instantly seen on a projection screen. With Swing Analysis

**FULL SIZE GOLF SIMULATOR**
Real golf club striking a real golf ball into a special projection screen inside a 16’x26’x10’ - vinyl structure. With Swing Analysis

**ELECTRONIC PUTTING CHALLENGE**
The contour of the green changes after each round. Ball automatically returns.
INTERACTIVE GAMES

IMMERSITRON
Get immersed into today's hottest video games with our VR goggles. We can feature from 2-8 seats featuring monitors on trusses for a very high tech look.

VIDEO GAME WALLS
From 2-16 chairs we can supply just about any game on any system for any size event. All sports? No problem. Retro crowd? No problem. Whatever you need, it is no problem.

VIDEO HORSE RACING
Our setup includes a betting window and your choice of projection screen or 2 monitors for viewing. Custom programs are also available where you can name the horses and provide humorous descriptions.
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MUSICAL ITEMS

KARAOKE
Show off your singing talents
Disney, CMT, Hannah Montana, Idol and more

GUITAR BATTLES
Go head to head to see who has the best skills.
All with our special lights and sound

DELUXE ROCK BAND
32” LCDs on truss, Sound Sensitive Lighting and Professional sound.
Guitar, Bass, Drums, Vocals

on 4x6 screen
10x15 space required

on 20” flat screens
Great for outdoor events
10x10 space required

DANCE DANCE REVOLUTION
Watch the dance steps on a hi-definition projection screen or monitors and try to beat your opponent on your dance pad. Sound Sensitive Lighting will be a sure hit with any group.
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What is a VR Pod? They are units for games that are more realistic if you are standing up while playing them. Standard: Paintball, James Bond and more Deluxe (360° headtracking) Phazer Tag, Doom, Quake and much more!

Your logos, phrases, and photos in a custom environment.
PUB GAMES

DOUBLE POP-A-SHOT

AIR HOCKEY

SHUFFLEBOARD

TRI-AIR HOCKEY

FOOSBALL

DOME HOCKEY
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Start your engines, and stop your searching! You just stumbled upon the coolest and fastest racing simulators available anywhere.

DELUXE NASCAR SIMULATORS
Our #1 most requested item
a real attention getter!

DELUXE F1 OR INDY SIMULATORS

We have:
- NASCAR
- Indy
- F1
- Off Road Racing
- Motorycle
- Jet Ski
- And Much More......

FULL SIZE NASCAR SIMULATORS
1 Player Motion or 2 Player Non-Motion available

VR FUTURE BIKE
We own some, but we’ll even rent Harleys for your event!

RACING COCKPITS
Any Racing Experience, featuring 32” LCDs
We can tell you just how fast you can throw a baseball or football, shoot a hockey puck, kick a soccer ball, or serve a tennis ball with our radar sports. A 10x10x10 net structure ensures the safety of all participants and other guests.
SPORT SIMULATORS

Bats, balls, nets, rackets, sticks, oars, boards, oh my!
No matter what sport you’re looking for, we have it or we’ll create it.

**VR KAYAK**
Feel the motion similar to being in the water.

**VR BOWLING**
Play 10 frames with up to 4 players.
Simulates the real motion of bowling

**VR BYCICLING**
Peddle and steering like a real bike.
As seen on the Pro Cycling Tour

**100 METER DASH**
Go head to head in this exciting foot race.
Up to 4 participants.

**LASER SHOOTING GALLERY**
Fire a realistic rifle or pistol.
Skeet, hunting, wild west and more
SPORT SIMULATORS

VR SNOW/SKATE/SURF/WAKEBOARD
You choose from snowboarding, skateboarding, surfboarding or wakeboarding.

VR FISHING

VR BASEBALL with HOME RUN DERBY
Face off as your favorite MLB player in your favorite MLB ballpark.

VR TENNIS

QB RATING
Throw virtual passes to virtual receivers to see what kind of QB rating you can earn.
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WHOLE BODY INTERACTIVE

STANDARD WHOLE BODY
Great for all ages, choose from Soccer, Baseball, Karate, Air Guitar, Ping Pong, Boxing, Bubbles and Drums!!

DELUXE WHOLE BODY
Experience what it’s like to be in the game! Done with the newest green screen technology. Basketball, Soccer, Beach Volleyball, Hockey!!

BASEBALL

Basketball
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